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Abstract

In this article we give a review of the web of factors, which influences the location decision of a market gardener. Three theoretical approaches will be described. None of the approaches gives a complete explanation of the location decision of a market gardener, but each emphasises a certain part of the decision. The location factors can be divided into five groups namely: physical, economic, social, political and personal factors. We will show how these five factors are related to the three theoretical approaches. We will also show that the so called "agglomeration effect", which is often mentioned as a success factor of the Dutch horticultural production centres, can be explained in terms of those five factors.

1. Introduction

Market gardeners are faced with essential location problems. Decisions regarding relocation are for many market gardeners a topical subject of concern, because of the progressing urbanisation and the lack of space for expansion in the traditional production centres. The location decision is an important strategic decision, which will influence the management for a longer period. A particularity of the location decision in horticulture is the fact that most holdings are family businesses. This means, the entrepreneur has to take into account the wishes of the other family members, when making decisions. Because of the topicality, the complexity and the importance of the location decision for the market gardener we started to develop a systematic framework in which the location decision of a market gardener is analyzed. This framework will be the starting point for the development of a decision support system (DSS) for strategic decisions regarding the location.

In the second paragraph of this paper we will give a short review of the theoretical approaches of the location of economic activities. In the third paragraph we give a review of the different location factors, which according to literature influence the location decision of the market gardener. The purpose of this review is to get some insight in the web of factors, which influence the location decision of a market gardener. In the fourth paragraph a projection is made of the location factors on a location in a production centre.

2. Theoretical approaches of the location of economic activities

Location theories can be divided into three main approaches namely the neo classical, behavioral and the structuralist approach. The neo classical approach dates from the 19th century and its main characteristics are the assumption that an entrepreneur acts like a Homo Economicus, having complete knowledge about all relevant information and being able to use it in a rational way to reach his goal of profit maximization. Transport costs were assumed to be a predominant factor which explains the spatial patterns of economic activities (Healey, 1990). A famous neo classical theory is Von Thünens
model of land use "Der Isolierte Staat". His model, developed in 1826, describes the relation between land use and distance form the market.

The behavioral approach highlights the satisficing behaviour of the decision maker and rejects the existence of a Homo Economicus assumed in the neo classical approach. According to the behavioralists, decision making behaviour is a reflection of a wide range of goals an entrepreneur strives after, the knowledge level of the entrepreneur and his aversion to risk and uncertainties.

According to the structuralist approach land use patterns are a product of the overall structure of the economic system in which individual decision-makers operate. Structuralists in this way thus adopt a more holistic approach than behavioralists and argue that behaviour is constrained by wider social, political, and economic processes. Structuralists see for example class and culture as the main determinants of behaviour in stead of individual values and ideas of the decision maker (Healey, 1990).

3. Factors influencing the location decision of market gardeners

Each of the theoretical approaches mentioned above emphasises a certain part of the location problem. Figure 1 shows the factors emphasised by the three approaches. In this paragraph we will give an overview of those factors and how they influence the location decision of a market gardener.

Physical factors are not emphasised separately by one of those theoretical approaches. Nevertheless, physical factors certainly should be taken into account, because their important role as production factor in agricultural production.

![Figure 1: The location factors emphasised by the theoretical approaches.](image)

3.1 Physical factors

Physical factors are essential production factors for horticultural production. But due to technological development a market gardener is more and more able to influence the physical factors, especially in glasshouse industries. The market gardener is able to control the glasshouse climate. However, the influence of the outdoor climate on the production process should not be underestimated (Groenewegen, 1975). Light intensity is one of the most restrictive factors for horticultural production (Kronenberg, 1984).
Although it is possible to supply crops with artificial assimilation light, in most cases it is to expensive. Another climatological aspect, which can be controlled by the market gardener is the glasshouse temperature. But low outdoor temperatures will increase the heating costs. High temperatures in summer might damage the crops. Regarding the temperature differences, a moderate sea-climate has the most advantages for glasshouse industries (Kronenberg, 1984).

In the 19th century soil condition was one of the most important location factors. Soil condition influences both the amount of yield and date of harvest (Jacobs, 1953). The introduction of artificial fertilizers, however, gave the market gardener possibilities to use soil of less quality for horticultural production (Rodewijk, 1988). A next step in decreasing the importance of soil condition was the introduction of hydroponic cultivation. According to Rodewijk (1988) soil condition is not a location factor of importance for the Dutch glasshouse industries any more, because of the increasing importance of these substrates. Voskuilen (1990) on the other hand concluded from his survey among market gardeners in the region Aalsmeer, that soil condition is still an important location factor. The market gardeners involved in his survey largely were no substrate growers. Both, Voskuilen and Rodewijk, agreed with the importance of the soil as the fundament on which the glasshouse will be built and in this way it will influence the building costs of the glasshouse.

Water quality is a physical factor which become more and more important due to technological developments, like the switch-over to substrate cultivation and the recirculation of drain water (Bakker, 1991). Getting enough water of good quality is a problem in most production centres in the Netherlands, though some solutions for this water problem have been developed, all with a different price tag.

3.2 Economic factors

The transport costs play an eminent role in the neo classical theories. In the 19th century, when Von Thünen developed his theory, a substantial part of the production costs were transport costs. According to Von Thünen horticultural production is therefore located nearby the market. However, due to technological developments regarding transport facilities, transport has become relatively cheaper and the distance to the market has become less important. But still market gardeners appreciate the proximity of an auction, supplying industries and “information sources”, which will save the market gardener transport costs and a lot of time. Most market gardeners sell their products at an auction. According to Voskuilen (1990) market gardeners valued the proximity of the auction as an important location factor, because of the lower transport costs and the possibilities for personal contacts with traders and exporters. Cooperative transport can reduce the transport costs for market gardeners who are not located near an auction. The price-making also differs from auction to auction. A large auction will give the highest prices and the lowest costs (Cardol, 1983). Introduction of "Tele-Auction" will reduce those price difference between auctions (Gaasbeek et al, 1991). Proximity of supplying industries will reduce the costs of the means of production. And in case of a technical failure the distance to the supplier plays an important role because of the rapidity in which the failure can be corrected. (Cardol, 1983; Groenewegen, 1975). To keep his knowledge level up to date a market gardener has to gather information. Informal face to face contacts with colleagues and participation in “study clubs” contribute for an important part to the knowledge level of a market gardener (Maas, 1984). A location nearby those information sources will save a market gardener a lot of time. The introduction of information technology might enable the market gardener from outside the centre to get his information more easily.

Another important economic factor mentioned in literature is the parcel size and form. Besseling (1991) shows that the economic profit increases with expansion of the size of business. Because of technological developments and smaller margins between selling
price and cost price a market gardener is more and more looking for possibilities for expansion (Rodewijk, 1988). Another aspect of parcelation is the form of the parcel. An unfavourable length-breadth ratio of the parcel will restrain a market gardener from optimal management. The best form is a glasshouse with a 1:1 length-breadth ratio because of an efficient use of space and, more important, lower energy costs (Rodewijk, 1988).

Finally, the labour costs, land prices and infrastructural facilities differ from region to region and also influence the location decision of a market gardener. The labour costs and land prices are high in a production centre, because of the high competition for hiring labour and land. Existence of good infrastructural facilities, adapted to the needs of horticultural production, will have important economic advantages (Ossinga, 1990).

3.3 Social factors

The social environment in which an entrepreneur operates can have an important influence on his entrepreneurship. First of all the openness for information exchange in a region. Daily informal face to face contacts between market gardeners and intensive participation in "study clubs" contribute for a important part to the knowledge level of a market gardener (Maas, 1984). Another social factor is the group cohesion, which exists in a production centre. This group cohesion results in the intensive information exchange and a sane form of competition and performance motivation between the market gardeners. The social control benefits the product quality and quantity. Firstly a market gardener does not dare to produce a product of bad quality, because it will reduce the status of the whole complex. Secondly he won't be inferior to his colleague growers; he wants to belong to the best. (Soomer, 1987).

The image of a region, concerning living conditions and entrepreneurship, is another social aspect which can influence the attitude of a farmer and his family towards that region. Especially for farmers and market gardeners who run family businesses, social factors seem to be important. In family businesses decision processes may involve all members of the family, who may not share the same objectives. For example, the son may argue for development of the business, while the father favours consolidation and the mother is more concerned with maintaining family harmony (Gasson, 1988). Research of Voskuilen (1990) showed that living conditions of the new location and distance to family and friends play an important role for many market gardeners. From a research of the University of Groningen it appears that the wife and children of a market gardener have important influence on the location decision (Anonymous, 1992).

3.4 Political factors

In the structuralist approach attention is paid to the political system in which an entrepreneur operates. National as well as regional politics can have great influence on the location of horticultural production.

National government policies can influence horticultural production in several ways. First of all we want to mention the policies concerning town and country planning, which may exclude regions for horticultural production. Secondly, legislation concerning environmental care may influence production manner. For example the obligation to produce crops in a closed system will have consequences for the production system. The national politics also influence production costs (e.g. labour, energy price) but on the other side they can stimulate production or investments by giving subsidies.

Regional policies have more influence on the diversity of regional attractiveness for horticultural production. The regional government can have a positive or negative attitude concerning glasshouse production. Voskuilen (1990) mentioned a quick and uncomplicated dispatch of inquiries for licences as an important task for regional
government. Also infrastructural facilities adapted to glasshouse industries are a responsibility of regional governments.

3.5 Personal factors

The role which the location factors play in decision making will differ from market gardener to market gardener depending on personal factors, like business goals, knowledge level and age. Research showed that profit maximisation is not the only goal farmers strive after when making decisions (Maas, et. all. 1983). According to the behavioral literature an entrepreneur is not an optimizer but a satisficer. The range of goals and values is very divers. Gasson (1973) classified the goals and values of farmers in 4 groups;

Instrumental (e.g. making a satisfactory income)
Expressive (e.g. pride of ownership)
Social (e.g. belonging to the farmers community)
Intrinsic (e.g. doing the work you like)

Spaan (1992) distinguished two broad groups of market gardeners concerning the organization of their business; "toppers", they have a high level of specialisation with modern glasshouses and maximisation of production has a high priority. "Toppers" are innovative and hungry for information to improve their production level.

"real market gardeners", they are not specialized in one product and often they are "soil growers". They don’t want to make high costs and they don’t insist upon modern technology. "Toppers" and "real market gardeners" will come to different decisions, because they stress different factors, according to Spaan.

Also age and knowledge level of the farmer will influence the decision making behaviour. Young farmers tend to be better educated than their older colleagues and are more likely to seek information, be innovative and have a more positive attitude towards the borrowing of capital and the taking of risk (Healey, 1990). Woldringh en Westerlaak (1974) concluded that younger people are more willing to migrate to other regions then older people.

4. Location in a production centre; agglomeration effects

Horticultural production in The Netherlands is mainly concentrated in production centres. Production centres arose historically nearby population centres and in regions with good physical circumstances. This spatial pattern of horticultural production in the 19th century corresponded with Von Thünen’s model (Maas, 1984; Bruurs, 1981). Nowadays location of horticultural production can be described by those factors, but they don’t have any explanatory power any more (Bruurs, 1981). The growth of the production areas can mainly be ascribed to the cumulative working of an increasingly important "centre function" which originates from spatial concentration of horticultural holdings (Cardol, 1988). The term centre function is a collective noun for several advantages of a location in or nearby a production centre. The spatial concentration of horticultural together with related activities, like supplying industries, however not only offers advantages it also has disadvantages for the businesses concerned, like a lack of space for expanding (Maas, 1984b). It is better to talk about the agglomeration effects of the spatial concentration, because this term also covers the disadvantages. The advantages and disadvantages of a location in a production centre has been described for a main part in the previous paragraphs. The agglomeration effects are a projection of the five groups of factors, described before, on a location in a production centre. Some factors work out negative others positive in a production centre (fig. 2)
5. Discussion and Conclusions

This review of location factors shows that the location decision is influenced by a complex of factors. None of the three theoretical approaches, mentioned in this paper covers all the relevant factors for the location decision. Each stresses some of them. The importance of the different factors has changed in time, due to technological and social or political developments. Physical factors, like climate and soil condition, and some economic factors, like transport cost, have become less determining for the location of horticultural production. But still we should not neglect climatological advantages and the advantages of the proximity of an auction, supplying industries and information sources. Other physical factors, like water quality and economic factors, like parcel size have become more important. Also the influence of political factors on horticultural production has increased in time. For example the legislation concerning environmental care and policies concerning town and country planning influence the way and the place of horticultural production more and more.

The social and personal factors are nearly influenced by technological and social or political developments. As long as horticultural holdings are family businesses, the wishes of all the family members should be taken into account. These wishes concern mostly social factors, like the distance to family and friends and image of a region.

The influence of the factors will differ from market gardener to market gardener depending on personal factors. When analyzing the location decision it is important to take into account the differences in personal factors of market gardeners. His business goals and values and his entrepreneurship are important in assessing the importance of the other factors for his location decision. In a following inquiry much attention will be paid to the personal factors.

The success of horticultural holdings in a production centre is mainly due to social and personal factors. The group cohesion, the daily informal face to face contacts with other market gardeners and the social life which is tied up with horticulture are the important factors that cause the higher net returns in a production centre. However, the disadvantages of location in a production centre increase, especially in the older production centres. But still most market gardeners from inside a production centre are looking for a new location in the same production centre or very close to it. Is it because of the advantages being higher than the disadvantages or is it because of the existing social contacts? Further research will have to clear this and other questions.
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